
Cobots: The Cure 
for Your Staffing 

Headaches
Does this sound familiar?
 On any given day, 25% of my temporary workers don’t show up.

 Even when workers show up, many disappear at lunch time.

 Production errors by temporary workers are costing me.

 Hiring production operators is a constantly revolving door.

 Poor quality work is giving my company a bad name.

Staffing Headache Cobot Cure
Rising wages and  
benefit costs  

Cobots are affordable 
Low upfront costs for a cobot and end-effector can be as little as a single worker’s annual salary. 
Many cobots pay for themselves within months, offering long-term relief from rising costs.

Training expenses,  
especially with  
high turnover 

Cobots are fast and easy to program 
For most basic automation tasks, cobots can be up and running within hours. Intuitive teach pendant 
makes “training” the robot quick and easy, even with no previous robotic or programming experience. 
Programs can even be stored to immediately resume previous jobs.

No-shows You can count on cobots 
Cobots are always ready to work, around the clock, with no breaks, doing the jobs human workers 
don’t want. Cobots require minimal maintenance and they keep on working long after they’ve paid for 
themselves. 

Lack of motivation and 
poor-quality work

Cobots are accurate and consistent 
Cobots’ consistent, accurate operation improves product quality and reduces scrap. Cobots work at 
about the same speed as humans, but output often increases because cobots can work around the 
clock without breaks.

Repetitive stress  
and injuries 

Cobots love the 3Ds
Put cobots to work on your dirty, dull, and dangerous jobs (the 3Ds). They don’t need ergonomic  
work stations or breaks. And built-in safety features keep human workers safe. 

Around-the-clock shifts Cobots don’t mind working all night
Even though cobots are designed for collaborative work, they can also be used for many lights-out 
manufacturing processes, so that new lines are ready to go when employees arrive in the morning.

Keeping valuable  
employees motivated

Cobots offer a path to the future
Cobots are an easy, cost-effective way to help valued employees learn new automation skills.  
With cobots doing the dirty work, full-time employees can be moved into more important roles to  
keep your business growing. 

Want to get started with Cobots? 
Download the free ebook: 
Get Started with Cobots in 10 Easy Steps:
https://info.universal-robots.com/10-easy-steps-l-0EASY STEPS
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Is the struggle to fill factory jobs giving you 
a headache? Cobots offer an immediate 
cure — and can help keep your business 
healthy for years to come.
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